Venue: **CAP Can Bou - Consorci de Castelldefels Agents de Salut**

Av. Ciutat de Málaga 18-20 Castelldefels

**By train – Rodalies line – Stop at “Castelldefels Poble”**

Walk 12 min (1km) from the train station or Get Bus L96 “Castelldefels Bellamar” to CAP Can Bou

You can also come by bus from Barcelona. **Line L96**

**We recommend you buy a T-CASUAL travel card.**

Individual travel card valid for 10 intermodal journeys from 1 to 6 zones. In the case of one-zone cards, passengers have 75 minutes between the first and last validation when changing lines or mode of transport. This time increases by 15 minutes for each zone. Not valid for Aeroport T1 and Aeroport T2 metro stations on line L9 Sud.

Number of journeys: 10  
Price: 1 zone / €11.35